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Abstract. This paper is based on a survey that addresses two main hypotheses that there is a positive correlation between students' level of participation and
their privacy awareness, and students with high levels of privacy awareness
need to be assured that their open learning activities are protected from
potential threats in order to achieve positive results. Results show that in fact
there is a correlation between students’ awareness of privacy and their
predisposition to share and to participate in open leaning contexts. This is
especially evident when students share their school assignments, grading results
and teacher’s feedback or even their comments with others.
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Introduction

Our study explores the area of privacy awareness and trust in open or semi-open
learning environments. We claim that by understanding the interrelation between
students’ privacy awareness, their attitudes and beliefs towards sharing in an online
learning environment, we will are able to contribute to the design decisions regarding
the blog-based tools. The featured example of such a blog-based PLE tool is LePress1,
which is an enhancement of the most popular blog engine WordPress.
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Background

Privacy and security researchers in the e-learning domain often focus on a technical
area like logging and tracking [1], environments security (accountability, safeguards,
individual access, administrative policies, disclosure, retention) [2] or sensitive data
misuse, and theft [3]. Nevertheless the questions related to personal privacy have
come up [4], as some researchers now included the topics of data ownership and
privacy [5].
The status of e-learning in Estonia has its own clear peculiarities. At the high school
level, the new National Curricula states an obligation for every school to use an e1
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learning environment [6]. At university / vocational school level, there are many open
and non-open solutions to choose from, e.g. Wikiversity, Moodle, Blackboard, IVA,
LeMill, WordPress, etc [7].
Burdened with new professional responsibilities, primary and secondary school
teachers have raised serious questions about personal and data protection in these
environments and also suggested that learning experience shouldn’t be public to allow
children an opportunity to make mistakes [8]. As a result, some schools have chosen
closed learning environments like Moodle. At the same time closeness can be a
mirage – especially when security holes are not patched and data is leaking anyway.
Thus the main aim of this study is to provide a further understanding how does the
students’ awareness of potential privacy threats influence students' learning
experience and suggest some solution. For that we rely also on the theory about
privacy by Razavi and Iverson [9], [10].

3

Methods

We carried out an empirical study among students from Pelgulinna Gymnasium and
Tallinn University, with two main hypotheses: 1. There is a positive correlation
between the subject’s level of participation and their level of privacy awareness; 2.
students with high levels of privacy awareness need to be assured that their open
learning activities are protected from potential threats in order to achieve positive
results.
The questionnaire was conducted by using an open source web application called
LimeSurvey and used Likert scale as well as open-ended answers. Sixty-one (61)
anonymous responses were collected during November 2011. The survey included 25
questions, divided into three main groups: (1) background, (2) privacy awareness, and
(3) predisposition to participate in open learning activities2.

4

Results

According to data, most participants are from Tallinn. The majority attended high
school graduation level and most of them had no earlier experience with blog-based
tools in learning contexts.
Regarding the first hypothesis, a positive and significant correlation was found
between the subjects’ predisposition to participate and their privacy awareness. More
specifically, a bivariate analysis (Spearman’s) showed a statistically significant
correlations on the following issues: (1) those who publish often also agree that it is
very easy to anonymously find information and pictures of others on the web
(r=.272*, r=.267* and r=.264*); (2) those who publish often (school assignments on
the web) tend also to agree that it is very easy to post comments anonymously on the
web (r=.3 (Sig. (2-tailed)=.019) (3) those who publish often (something about a
2
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teacher or a school colleague) also agree that it is very easy to post comments about
somebody (friends, teacher, school) on the web under a false name (r=.311*) and also
agree that it is not easy to permanently remove content that others have posted about
them on the web (r=-.319*); (4) again, those who publish often also agree that it is not
safe to take part in open forum discussions (r=-.279*); but argue that it is safe to read
teachers' feedback in closed learning contexts (r=.286*).
Concerning the second hypothesis, again a positive correlation was found between
student’s privacy awareness and the need to be assured that they are interacting in a
safe place. These concerns are especially expressed by the students who believe that
teachers should always make extra efforts to provide support to assure that their
learning activities are protected from privacy threats. This issue is mostly correlated
with their beliefs that (1) it is very easy to post comments in the web anonymously
(r=.332**), (2) it is very easy to anonymously see their friends' information and
pictures on the Facebook (r=.279*) (3), or even with their belief that an email account
is a safe place to exchange messages (r=.255*); and (4) that a closed learning
environment is a safe place to read teacher feedback (r=.416**); but (5) it is not safe
to share (e.g. work-related resources or to exchange comments) in social e-tools like
Facebook or Google+ (r=-.270*). Also, most students who agree that it is safe to read
and send e-mail through an email base account claim that (1) the teacher’s grading
information (r=.373**), (2) homework comments (r=.284*) and (3) feedback
(r=.255*) should remain private by default. Again a negative correlation was found,
though between those students who believe that it is safe to share using social e-tools
(work-related resources or exchange comments) and their belief that (1) teacher’s
feedback (r=-.253*), (2) homework submissions (-.267*) and (3) grading information
(r=-.282*) should remain private by default3.
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Discussion

We conclude that the students who socialize the most on the Internet tend to be more
aware of potential privacy threats of this communication medium and need assurance
that they are interacting in a protected and secure environment. We also concluded
that students in a virtual environment tend usually not to distinguish between private
and educational social interactions and this might be a potential threat for their
communication environment. Students don’t usually filter their posts or comments
when in social networks; though some of them feel that their rights and privacy may
be violated if their posts or comments are open to everybody. This indicates that these
matters should be addressed more at schools. Some environments convince that they
store data safely, yet they may sell it to others or just have weak privacy settings.
For the future we are going to repeat the study, but also look behind of the obvious
privacy needs what have come up. Unanswered questions are related to the digital
divide between students and teacher changing role to provide safe learning
environment.

3
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Conclusion

The main outcome of this study is that from a learners’ point of view, students need to
be ensured that their online learning activities are protected from potential privacy
threats. Based on that knowledge we aim to implement comfortable conditions that
will stimulate students for self-regulated learning. It means that from a blog-based
PLE perspective (e.g. when a student uses LePress or another PLE tool) the student
should be able to define access restrictions to his/her resources or information. A
paramount idea is that grading, homework feedback or comments should in many
cases stay private. Our study indicates that privacy is becoming more significant as
schools are starting to use open and semi-open PLEs as obligatory tools to educate
students. The findings of this study allow us to start a new redesign iteration of
LePress software for PLE privacy needs.
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